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.NLC Students Prod FTC
pertinent to an informed choice students point out that it is esby consumers.
pecially important for this inThe infamous ad in the Hatchet formation to be printed on overProvoked by an advertisement
claimed the Encare Oval to be the-counter products because,
in the Hatchet in the Spring of
99070effective in preventing preg- unlike oral contraceptives where a
1979, Tom Julia, Ruth Harthoorn
nancy. The members of SEXCE woman must consult with a
and Kevin Zeese joined together
claim that, in fact, one in four physician who is able to make
to do battle with the advertising
women who depend on over-the- sure the woman is informed about
practices of the Over-the-Counter
counter vaginal contraceptives the pill, no professional consulVaginal Contraceptive industry.
will become pregnant.
tation is required to obtain overCalling
themselves
SEXCE,
The work of the three legal the-counter contraceptives and
Students for the Examination of
activists has resulted in a Federal only the information printed on
Contraceptive Effectiveness, the
Trade Commission consent order the package or instructions
three George Washington law
prohibiting the manufacturers of reaches the consumer. Thus,
'students, 'enrolled in Professor
Encare, Sernicid and S'Positive providing full and accurate inJohn Banzhaf's course in Legal
from making unsubstantiated ef- ,formation in the the packaging is
Activism, approached the Federal
fectiveness claims or comparing imperative.
Trade Commission, the Food and
these products with the birth
Harthoorn became interested in
Drug
Administration
and
control pill and intra-uterine
the project because she is opposed
Congress about the over-thedevice without also saying that to abortion and looking for altercounter contraceptives, claiming
the vaginal contraceptives are less natives to abortion in the form of
the industry's advertising to be
effective. Previously, the over- effective
contraception.
All
false, deceptive and misleading
the-counter contraceptives had members of the group stressed the
---l through
the omission of facts
been advertised as safer, simpler ,importance of informed con, and as effective as the pill and the sumer choice.
LU .D. The members of SEXCE
The three members of SEXCE
are also hoping for corrective ad- feel that this project and BanRice Hall to go forward and it isa " vertising to dispel any lingering zhaf's Legal Activism course have
The fourth option, which is po~ib.ility thatcons~ruction
will false impressions created by the been the most important exfavored by the Student Bar Asso- begin 10 1981," he said. Although
previous advertisements. '...
perience of, their law school
ciation, and SBA President Car- some of the funding ,will:be com-:: s Currently the F .T ,C.'has"'juris"':", careers. Ke;,in:'Zeese said that
los Del Valle, is the development, ing from the university, a major diction over advertising of contra- whereas law school is generally an
of an entirely new classroom. portion will be from alumni.
ceptives sold over the counter ego-shattering experience, Legal
facility on the northwest corner of
while jurisdiction over their label- Activism makes one feel compe20thand H streets. According to
ing lies with the Food and Drug tent, capable of doing what you
the University's Master Plan
Dean Barron explained that he Administration. SEXCE has been want to do, capable of being a
drawn up in 1970, this land has and President Elliot have already
instrumental in getting a bill lawyer. Tom Julia said he felt a
been designated for NLC pur- been traveling across the United
introduced in the House to give great sense of accomplishment as
poses. -Del Valle believes strongly States promoting the N.L.C. ex- the F.D.A. jurisdiction over ad- a result of the project.
that the present expansion needs' pansion
program.
However,
vertising
of non-prescription
Ruth Hawthoorn talked about
should be met with this space.
, major fundraising will not really
contraceptives.
Hearings
are the importance of the project
get underway until the architecexpected in the near future. It is because of its great impact on the
The economics of the ex- tural plans are complete, he also expected that a version of the lives of so many people. Julia
pansion plan are somewhat un- explained.
bill will soon be introduced in the feels that the most important
'clear and the source of some
Senate.
result of the project is the incontroversy. The price tag of $10
SEXCE is also working to creased public awareness concernBasically, those involved with
million has surfaced several times the N.L.C. expansion plans have , make manufacturers of non-presing contraceptive failure.
but there has been no con- expressed an attitude of hope. cription contraceptives print their
All members of SEXCE agreed
firmation of the amount. It is Progress is being made at this range of effectiveness on their that for the law student interested
certain though that Rice Hall is point; but-what actually develops labels. This is currently required
in Public Interest Law, the course
committed to keeping costs down. remains to be seen.
of oral contraceptives.
The in Legal Activism is a must.
by Shelley R. Goldfarb
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Movement Towards New Center
by H. R. Moyer
The prospect for new facilities
for the 'National .Law Center has
evolved within the· past several
months from a mere possibility to
a substantial probability. The.
Space Needs Committee of the
NLC, composed of Dean Potts,
Professors
Nash,
Stevenson,
Weston, and Rothschild and students Ross Altman and Bruce
Barth, is currently involved in
working out preliminary plans for
a new facility.
According to Prof. Rothschild,
Chairman of the Committee,
seven architects were recently
interviewed and the choice has
been narrowed down to three.
Rothschild refused to divulge the
names of the architects under
consideration, but he did allow
that, "all of the finalists are nationally famous and award winning architects." He added that
the architect would be selected by
March 21.
The legitimate needs of the
N.L.C. are also currently being
defined by the committee.
According to Prof. Nash,
"Classrooms are our top priority
, and there is a desparate need for
student lounge facilities." Nash
identified four options that will
be considered by the architect to
remedy the current lack of space
at the N.L.C. One possibility is to
knock down Bacon Hall and build,
a new structure on its present site.
A second option is adding a structure on to Stockton where the
patio' area presently exists. The
third possibility underconsideration is to build a new structure
south of the Jacob Burns Law library. A new building on this location, however, would have to
stop short of the corner of 20th
and G Streets in order to preserve
the historic landmark at that site.

r-

There has been a petition circulating the NLC addressed to the
University Administration which
is requesting a greater financial
commitment than is evidenced by
the $10 million figure. Referring
to the SBA petition, Dean Barron
said that although he felt it entirely appropriate for students to,
let everyone know how strongly
they feel about a new facility, that
the argument is somewhat premature. According to Dean Barron,
"It is silly to fight about whether
or not we will have enough money
for a design that has not even
been made yet." As Dean Barron
pointed out, "We depend on
working together (with Rice Hall)
and we shouldn't quarrel at the
outset." He concluded by stating
that "whatever
the architect
decides, will be built."
Prof. Nash concurred in this
viewpoint and emphasized that
"the real question is not how
much we can spend, but how
much we can get for the bucks.
We do have a commitment from

Proposal for New Center
By Carlos Del Valle
Since taking office I have
dedicated a lot of energy in trying
to answer this question. In this
article I will try to relay what
decisions have been made up to
this date, comment of the defficiencies I perceive with these
decisions,
and advance
an
alternative to the present Rice
Hall plans.
Last month the law school's
Space Needs Committee (composed of Profs.
Rothschild,
Nash, Potts, Stevenson, Weston
and student representatives Ross
Altman and Bruce Barth) met
with the Vice-President
and
Treasurer
of the University,
Charles Diehl, to discuss law
school development plans. Three
decisions resulted from that
meeting.
,
First of all, it became evident

that Diehl wants any development
of the law school to be in our
present physical site, although he
did allow for expansions backward and to the sides. Secondly,
he earmarked $10 million for any
construction.
And third,
a
subcommittee (Nash, Stevenson
and Altman) of the Space Needs
Committee was assigned the duty
of drawing up a program of our
space needs to be presented to the
architect when he is chosen.
Altman,
one representative
appointed by the SBA to serve on
the Space Needs Committee, is a
law student with an architecture
degree and currently working in a
D.C. architecture firm. I have full
faith that he will be an enormous
contribution in drafting the space
needs program to be presented to
the architect.
I am more troubled, however
with the other two decision~

limiting us to $10 millionand to our
present site. Given todays inflationary
rates
and
the
magnitude of our space needs, I
question the sufficiency of the
amount. I fear that once the
Space Needs Committee hands
the program to the architect he
might be forced to eliminate some
of our needs in order to meet the
budget. This fear might result
unfounded, but then again, we do
not know. I also feel that the
University might not be making
the kind of financial commitment
to the development of the law
school that is commesurate with
our
contributions
to
the
University. The law school is one
of the strongest pillars, both
financially and in reputation, of
the University. For a long time we
have contributed to the financial
health of the University. it's time
(continued on page sixteen)
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editorial

.An Investment
for the Future
One of the more certain truths about universities and colleges is
that if you are not decent to, and concerned about today's students,
tomorrow's alumni will not be concerned about the universities and
colleges, at least not the ones they attended. Students who enjoy
their school, take pride in it, and believe rightly that they are the
school's most important asset and first priority, generally graduate
and become strong alumni supporters with donations. There are
those who point out that the argument over priority of students
should not have to be discussed in financial terms and they are right.
But it appears that the best way to make a point at Rice Hall is to
talk in terms of a return.
George Washington University appears to have a very successful
investment plan for the future. Just about everything in sight from
the campus is owned by the school and portends security for the
years to come. On the other hand, George Washington has a very
small endowment fund and what must be considered pathetic financial alumni support. Could there be a cause-effect relationship
between the two? If the school were decent to its student body,
invested a little less in buildings and more in students, might the
alumni support increase in years to come?
This indifference to student welfare is very evident here at the
National Law Center, although it could be the same with all the
other university divisions. All along there have been the customary
slights; a mandatory $50. each semester for the Marvin Center
where you still pay for anything that is offered, a ridiculous registration scheme for second semester which cuts into an already short
vacation (most schools are able to forgo the administration during
the fall), the President's Club which annoys everyone, not just law
students, etc. These are small things, very small, annoying as hell,
but manageable.
Now it appears that the University is no longer content with the
small slight, at least as regards the law student. While building an
Academic Cluster, buying out the Eye St. block, and who knows
what else, the University has offered the NLC approximately $10
million for what is supposed to be the major building effort for
some time. And an appreciable part of that figure is to come from
our own alumni. To call the effort 'half-hearted is too kind. The
amount is simply too little to meet the school's present needs, never
mind 8-10 years from now.
Buildings are not the only way for the university to plan for the
future. An investment in the students themselves and a recognition
of them as the first priority could provide nice returns through
alumni contributions. This is certainly the case at many other
schools and there is no reason to think that.it could not work at
GWU and here at the NLC. The ballpark figure of $10 million has
managed to solidify most of the law students' disgust with the
university and may result in another generation of students
graduating with no school loyalty or gratitude at all. If the university would stop its acquisition program for just a brief moment and
invest in the law school they might find another means for future
financial security.
'
The next issueof The Advocate will be the last
issue of the semester.
The deadline is April lIth.
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LETTERS
Evening Students

( more letters on page four)

To the Editor:
students. Social activities (e.g.
I read with great -interest the beer blasts) begin in the afternoon
February 27 article, "New SBA and end by the time evening
Meets Dean." The article des- students arrive. It often appears
cribed various social activities that interesting guest lecturers
being considered, and organized, speak with students at 3:30 or
by the SBA. All the proposals 4:00 p.m, More, importantly,
sound worthwhile, and I- applaud evening law students have the
any effort to foster a greater sense same career information needs as
of community among the NLC the - day students. Yet career
students and between the NLC orientation sessions (e.g. Prostudents and faculty.
fessor Cheh's
meeting with
However, in planning these an~ women students; meeting on
other activities, the SBA conspi- Federal judicial clerks hips) are
cuously forgets the needs of a also schedul~d for the early aftersubstantial portion of the NLC noon, making attendance
by
student body the evening I evening students impossible.

Pigs
reasonably high, that does not
To the Editor:
give any student the right to
Wandering through the halls at
deprive another student of his
the NLC, the murmur of comright to full use and enjoyment of
plaints about our library facilities
the books in the library. The
-permeate the variousconversaprocess of discovery andrepair or
tions of students. The building is
replacement is long and extremely
always too cold (or too hot). The
expensive. The only way for the
few books available are arranged
library to be able to afford to buy
in a haphazard way. There is
new publications is to cut the atsimply not, enough room to
trition rate of the present colbreath. The list drones on until
lection.
someone says, "What is the adNot only do these unsavory
ministration going to do about
practices
force the cost of tuition
it?" If you are waiting for the adto rise. they reflect poorly on the
ministration to do something.
moral and ethical character of the
please do not hold your breath. ,
students. During the past school
If the' students at the NLC are
year, some students have stolen
truly interested in making the lirelevant
material
for legal
brary a better place for research
research assignments and the
and study, we must first eliminate
Moot
Court
Competition.
the most annoying aspect of the
Whether the student steals for the
library -' the lazy and inconsipurpose of personal convenience
derate attitude of some students.
or in a cut throat effort to better
The four major categories of
his grades, his act is inconsistudent abuse of the library faciderate,
unethical,
immoral,
lities include: I) tearing pages
from books; and 2) hoarding and . tortious, and criminal. If these
law students are tomorrow's
stealing' books; 3) failing to relawyers, the image of the law proshelve -books; and 4) leaving the
fession will remain tarnished. The
carrels without clearing out trash.
law student must be held to a
These are problems that only the
higher standard of moral characstudents can solve.
ter to reflect his intelligence and
The most disturbing abuses by
training in the normative study of
the students is the practice of
the law.
tearing pages from books and
Beyond these two inexcusable
stealing or hoarding books. While
abuses of the library, some
the tuition at the NLC may be unstudents have the nasty habit of

refusing to reshelve books. Anybody who has ever seen the library on Sunday morning knows
how widespread this habit has
become. Nothing is so frustrating
as having to search through all the
stacks and all the carrels on all
three levels of the basement and
on both levels of the first floor
only to find that all three copies
of that volume of the Federal
Reporter are sitting on top of the
copying machine on the third
floor. If everyone would get into
the habit of reshelving all the
books that 'he/she vusesj, then
everybody could save some' valuable research time.
Finally, some students are-in
the habit of leaving the carrels
filled with the waste of their
human consumption.
Perhaps
these students come from homes
/ where the maid picks up after
then. The law library has no bus'
boys, and the only person who
must clean after -someone has
chosen to leave his trash behind is
the next student who uses that
carrel.
The library at the National Law
Center is anything but perfect.
However, the students of the
school can go a long way in
making the library a much better
place to live.
William Schladt

faculty Meeting· Resolution
from the SBA
FACULTY MEETING
RESOLUTION
,(passed February 17, 1978)
Each member of the law faculty
is strongly urged to exert every
effort in the future to meet the
established deadlines for the
submission of student grades. If a
faculty member is unable to meet
posted deadlines, he should
communicate to the students his
reason for the delay by posting an
explanatory statement on the
appropriate bulletin board.
A special thanks to the
following members of the law
!delilly'jor "so ,!jrbnip~/f handllnk

in their gradesfrom Fall 1979 . ' .. _on time, post an explanation.
Best Seven-Worst Seven1. Professor Schiller-s-Insur1. Mr. Flyer/Mr. Lewis-Busiance-26 days early
ness Planning-44 days late
2. Professor Solomon-Cor2. Professor Chandler-Trusts
porations-26 days early
[ Estates I-3D days late
3. Professor Solomon-Trusts
3. Professor
Chandler-US
[ Estates 1-26 days early
For. Relations Law-28
4. Professor Park-i-Corporatdays late
ions-24 days early
4. Professor Stevenson-Legal
5. Professor
Park-Admin
Aspects of Int'l BusinessLaw-24 days early
26 days late
6. Professor Reitze-Torts5. Professors Nash/Cibinic21 days early
Perf. of Gov't Contracts7. Professor Kemp'/er- Tax:
25 days late
Corporations-20
days
6. Professor Cibinic-Contrearly
acts (Sect. 12)-22 days late
and a special reminder to the
7. Professor Cibinic-Gov't
following law faculty members
Procurement Law-22 days
asfdng'yod p{eas( ifyo'u can': De
late

by Lise Lapidus

58A News

The
1980
Student
Bar
Association, led by Carlos Del
Valle, met for the first time on
February 28 at 8 p.m, Though
this board fully realizes that it has
a tough act to follow (namely,
Sue Bastress' administration), it
anticipates a challenging and
productive year. Underlying the
SBA's high expectations for the
coming year is Carlos' perception
of the SBA as a forum for
discovering our ability to achieve
objectives important to us, and
hopefully, for finding out that
limitations imposed on us as
students
are
not
as insurmountable as we thought. By
the way, anyone who wants to
become involved or has any ideas
should stop by the SBA office
(301B Bacon Hall) any time.
If everyone maintains the same
level of energy that was evident at
the first meeting, we'll definitely
make progress.
Among the
matters discussed were faculty
quality update, academic quality
matters, student life, orientation
for next year, and most importantly, the law school's space
needs.
2ND YEAR STlJDENTS'
ACADEMIC ADVISING
PROGRAM
Day Vice President
Kim
Bloodworth will be handling the
academic advising program and
2nd year students this year.
Several professors have expressed

an interest and Kim will be
seeking commitments from them.
Tentatively,
the program
is
scheduled for April 1st from 3 to
4 p.m, for day students and from
7:45 to 9 p.m. for night students.
ACADEMIC EVALUATION
COMMITTEE'
The SBA passed a motion to
approve a booklet of student
comments
which would be
composed of selected remarks
made by students on the back of
the professor/course evaluations.
A student committee will be
formed to compile academic
evaluations.
STUDENT LIFE
Among the more important
events in store for us, planned by
Student Affairs Vice President
Michael Ginsberg, are a patio
beer blast and an end of the
year/TGIO party (hopefully a
boat ride on the Potomac with
band and bar the Saturday night
after finals). Bob Woodward will
be speaking on April 17th on the
1st floor of the Marvin Center.
Alfred Kahn will be the speaker at
this year's graduation.
placement
The Law Center's placement
program
was
extensively
discussed and we reached the
conclusion 'that the placement
office is overworked and understaffed and that it only serves
the top 15610of the school. Kim
proposed .that a committee be
established
to address these
problems. ,
'

ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE
Clarence Norman was appointed chairman of the admissions committee and will be
working on the review of the
entire admissions process. Interested people would contact
Clarence or someone in the SBA
office.
ORIENTA nON COMMITTEE
Kim Bloodworth will co-chair
the 1980 orientation committee
for incoming 1st year students.
Anyone who wants to become
involved should contact Kim or
stop by the' SBA office. (Also,
Tom Lasseter
and Darlene
Volschek have been asked to cochair the ommittee with Kirn.)
SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE
UPDATE
Bruce Barth and Ross Altman,
the student representatives on the
faculty space committee, gave us
a rundown on what's been
happening in the .last few weeks.
We were told that we have a
$10,000,000 budget to make the
desired changes in the National
Law Center and that we will not
be able to get a different site. As
of now, the plans are to tear down
Bacon Hall and put up a new
building in its place, to renovate
Stockton, and to build an extension to the library. Alternatives will be discussed and
decided by the architect, who
should be selected by March 20th.
For more information, see the
other articles relating to this
matter in this issue of the Advocate.

"Law Students in Court.'
By John Seibel
Its Registration time again and
some students (the ones who
didn't make the Law Review) are
probably agonizing over which
clinical experience would be most
beneficial to his (or her) total law
school experience, not to mention
his resume.
Every clinical
program has its selling, points,
and
every
clinic
has
its
drawbacks. Every clinic also has a
pitch in the' school newspaper
which usually reads like a
government job description. Since
the D.C. Law Students in Court
(LSIC) is different from other
clinical programs (and since I am
an editor and can write whatever I
want) it deserves a different write
up.
LSIC is a consortium program
and it is located near the Court.
In other words, one has the
opportunity to see some new faces
and meet new people instead of
dealing with the same people that
one sees every day (and at most of
the parties). It also gets one away
from the godforsaken
G.W.
campus.
It requires
a two
semester commitment and counts
for 8 credits of credit total.
The program concentrates on
litigation. A student spends at
least one day a week in Court
(and is therefore guaranteed to
gain courtroom
experience.
Students pick up, prepare, and
settle or present their own cases.
While most of the cases are in
either Landlord and Tenant Court

competent job makes it difficult
to hold another job (one that
makes money). It can be done if
one finds a flexible job with
flexible days and hours.
Overall, the program is worthwhile for anyone who wants to
taste litigation. It probably gives
the student more court time than
any other clinical program and
'offers the possibility of more
actual trial experience. It is a
social breath of fresh air and an
occasional pain in the neck. It can'
be the most interesting aspect of
what would otherwise be a boring
(fill up those credits) thirdyear. I
have found it to be the most
worthwhile experience in law
school. '
Applications should be made
through
Professor, Stevenson
immediately for next' fall. The
make further
The drawbacks 'are also a student ,should
reality which must be dealt with inquiry before applying.
by the fledgling law student
counsel (The court of appeals

or Small Claims Court, some'
students handle cases in the civil
division of the Superior Court. In
those cases that are appealed, the
students handle the appeal. In
short, the LSIC is one of the most
. intense exposures to litigation in
all phases that ,can be had as a
student.
'
LSIC exposes the student to
working with real live clients.
While this aspect of the program
is not unique to LSIC, it is one of
the things that differentiates this
kind of program from many other
clinical programs. The student is
exposed to practical problems of
clients and litigation. It brings the
student down from the ivory
tower of the academia and forces
him to accept the realities of the
human aspect of litigatioll~,

Page three

limn f!i Q!nrntr
Pre-registration time is here again and once more students
have the difficult task of trying to decide what courses to take for
the coming year. As students know who have sought out faculty
members for counseling, they have different opinions about what
courses are most essential or valuable. On a faculty of 40 people,
such differences are to be expected. I find that' much of the
counseling that I have given students on the question of what
courses to elect is based on my own regrets about courses that I
did not take when I was a law student. I may say this advice is
also based on my regrets about courses that I did take. Thus, in
Law School I took a number of courses in fields which would
have been splendid courses if I had become the small town lawyer
in Massachusetts that I thought I was going to be. Instead, I
ended up in Washington. There I learned to regret the courses
that I did not take in law school, such as Antitrust Law or Labor
Law. My.work in Communications Law would certainly have
been expedited if I had had these courses.
,
Students sometimes ask whether they should select courses in
law school with an eye pretty well focused on the bar exam. I
think it is somewhat shortsighted to take courses only because
one expects to encounter them on the bar examination. First of
all, as a whole, our students are doing extremely well on the bar
exams generally. Secondly, the bar exam is for only one or two
days, whereas one's professional life, hopefully, is considerably
longer. Courses, it seems to me, should be selected for the future
rather than for the bar or to prepare one's self for what you think
you will be doing the day after graduation. Most of us would
have found it very difficult to prophesy with any degree of accuracy where life would take us ten or fifteen years after graduation from law school. The world is,very likely to be quite a different place when those of you who are here at the Law Center
today are at mid-career. The most valuable courses, it seems to
me, are those that capture your imagination in some way courses which even though tye may not have an immediate
"cash" value - nevertheless are courses that make you want to
learn and want to study. Whenever you hear of such courses or
such teachers, 'I think you should do what you can to take advantage of them.
Another commentI would make -.and again others may differ - is that a student, in selecting courses, should not be afraid
to be eclectric. We do not have "majors" in law school. There is
nothing wrong with taking courses in a number of specialties.
Sometimes the only way to teU whether a particular field interests
you is by taking a particular course. the course may not cohere
with any particular background or experience you had in the
past. Nonetheless, it may intrigue you to the point of moving you
along an entirely new direction. Sometimes this new direction
will influence a lifetime career choice.
In short, courses should be selected because for some reason
you are truly curious about the subject matter, or for that matter,
about the teacher. If'you compare our course offerings with
those of many law schools you will find that particularly in the
elective courses we offer a wider variety than most. But for these
opportunities to be translated into truly enriching the legal education of our students, students must be willing to sample these
specialized courses. In order to do this, I think it is sometimes
necessary to resist the desire to conform. By this I mean one must
resist the kind of primitive urge that seems to well up in the hearts
of second and third year students which seems to propel their feet
to move in the direction where all other feet are going. In sum,
don't be afraid to be somewhat esoteric in at least some of your
choices.
In addition, students at the National Law Center might want
'to think about is at least sampling a course in one of the fields in
which the National Law Center is preeminent, such as in the
~ areas of Environmental Law, Government Contracts, and in the
specialized Tax courses. By the time many 0 you read these
words, pre-registration will have passed but there will be other
registrations to come. I hope that some of these comments may
be useful.
Jerome A. Barron

Clinical Programs Accepting Applications
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his own typing. Hopefully the
•
'
"
program will purchase a word
Students planning their second
processor in the near future which
and third year class schedules
will alleviate much of the
should consider the practical exnecessity to type.
perience offered through the
..
.
.
Community Legal Clinics. Each
The .tlme m~olved m ~repanng
semester the Clinic enrolls apcase.s IS erratl~, sometimes ex- , proximately 25 students to work
cessive, ~nd ~nngs out the most in its G.W. office or other storecompulsive Side of the student
fronts, where the students deal
and tends to ?vershadow t~e with individual clients assigned to
student~ co,?mltment. to his them. The Community Legal
a~ademlc d~tl~s. Sometimes .the Clinic also offers opportunities
chents are d~ff1cult to deal with, 'for
outside
placement.
The
and th~re IS a great deal ?f students participating in these
frus~ratlo~ and. heartache m programs receive 2 credits and in
deal!ng With r~al hfe. The amount
some cases 3 credits for their
of, t1D~e~~qU1Te~todo a really work, and are expected to spend

,
about 10 hours per week working supervising attorney with whom
on their cases and attending a they meet regularly to discuss
strategy or to obtain guidance and
weekly seminar.
During a semester at the Clinic advice. Supervising attorneys
'
students represent clients at in- attend all hearings.
formal hearings before Hearing
The required weekly seminar
Examiners of the Department of outlines areas of the law that
Human Services or before Ad- students are most likely to enministrative Law Judges of the counter in dealing with cases. It
Social Security Administration. , also gives students an opportunity
Other cases require that a student to discuss their cases with each
draft a will or power of attorney,
other.
negotiate with landlords concernThe Community Legal Clinic
ing needed repairs, prepare work- operates several offices inthe
man's compensation cases and District of Columbia other than
rent control cases.
the G. W. Storefront.
PEP
Clinic students, are assigned a'
(continued
On
page
six
teen}
. ..
.
-.
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Thinking About the ..Unthinkable
To the Editor:
Michael McDonald's February
28th article, which implied pacifists, Marxists, and members of
the National Lawyers' Guild
cannot be moral, patriotic, or
realistic (translation: cannot be
conservative) obscured
fundamental differences in belief with
emotive labels. This is in the best
election year tradition, so I have
no complaint.
However, I am disturbed with
McDonald's throwing around of
facts and quotes to prove some
pretty standard nationalistic, and
not necessarily patriotic, points.
For instance, McDonald seems to
assert that the United States' not
building the B-1 bomber, cutting
back on the Trident submarine
program, and limiting itself to the
1967 level of 1054 ICBM's was a
unilateral break in the arms race
on our part for which the Soviet
Union ought properly be grateful.

rocketed before the prototype
stage was reached, and anticipated developments in defense
radar, which would largely negate
the advantages of the low-level,
high speed penetration strategy
for which B-1 was designed,
raised doubts of whether B-1 was
justified. Thus the choice by the
Administration to use the per unit
less costly, and in mass less stoppable cruise missle. Trident similarly was strapped by increasing
costs. Many felt the Trident
design was too elaborate, and that
the future of the nuclear submarine fleet would lie in smaller,
less costly, but more numerous
(and thus harder to defend
against) units. Likewise, the
freeze on the number of ICBM's
was not based on any unilateral,
altruistic motive-the
United
States Government wanted to
obtain some kind of agreement
with the Soviets, and did.

This is not quite the truth.
President Carter's decision "to
cancel the B-1 was apparently not
based on "peacenik" pressure,
but on the projected cost and effectiveness of the program. The
per bomber cost of the B-1 sky-

Neither has the United States
relaxed in weapons development.
The cruise missle and the MX are
emerging from the drawing
board. MIRV,' the F-15, the
Poseidonmissle and the constant
upgrading
of the guidance

systems for the Minuteman and
Titan systems testify to a policy of
matching the Soviets. The recent
decision to upgrade the tactical
arsenal in Europe evidences this.
The truth is that since the
Cuban missIe crisis, the Soviets
have embarked upon a massive
program to upgrade their nuclear
arsenal. From their perspective,
ideological and practical, the
United States had done them no'
favors-our total deliverable warheads still far outnumber the
Soviets, and even a first-strike is
theoretically possible, given Ii
high-degree of missle reliability
and guidance accuracy. True, a
large number of our weapons
systems face obolesence, but this
is a problem the Soviets themselves will face in a few years as
their newer systems age. The
I USSR cannot afford another
I generation of weapons any better
than we will probably be able to.
The USSR, While blustering of
how it can win a nuclear war,
cannot win one any better than we
can. Yet, the USSR may be
willing to destroy us if the opportunityarises. .
Given these factors, and the es-

calating costs and complexity of
military technology, both superpowers are negotiating on' a
thermonuclear tightrope, neither
wanting the other to fall for fear
the other will pull both to their
death, and yet not willing to help
the other for fear of making itself
vulnerable. So each side feels its
way off the tightrope slowly, in a
process that may take decades, a
negotiation process that may not
work in the end but is the only
alternative
to- either endless,
increasingly costly expenditure or
one hell of a barbecue. Excess
ideology or wrap-the-flag patriotism are nice, easy ways to distinguish good guys from bad
guys, but are useless here because
in a nuclear arms race,nobody
wears a white hat.
Mr. McDonald also seems to
feel that patriotism
requires
support of President Carter's
draft registration program. The
Washington Post this past week
reported that pre-call up registration would only speed training
a week to two weeks at most-not
enough to make a difference in
any conceivable crisis. If this is
the case, then Carter's program
looks to be more of an attempt to

place the incumbent on the side of
the current sentiment for national
preparedness.
It is to draft
Carter, not soliders.
Finally, Mr. McDonald's use of
a quote from Orwell (" Applied to
foreign policy, pacifism either
stops being pacifism or becomes
appeasement.")
to. buttress his
case against Barb Samuels' recent
article is ironic. True, Orwell
during his life grew skeptical of
pacifism, but his novels, most
typically 1984, depict times when
irrationai hatred of foreign political systems and willingness to
carryon war are elevated to the
pedestal of civic virtue, when
foreign threats are recognized and
maintained
as a method of
domestic political manipulation.
In Orwell's vision, this trend leads
to the moral debasement of all of
us, the ending of ethical and
spiritual life as we know it.
But then again, since Mr. MeDonald is willing to assert "the
state. is founded upon violence,
and without violence, or resort to
threats of violence, including in
this day and age nuclear threats,
the state would perish" he might
feel at home in Orwell's vision.
Wayne Van Kauwenbergh

The Reply
by Michael McDonald·

I fail to understand how my
article (a reply to an earlier published editorial by Barbara Samuels) "obscured fundamental differences in belief with emotive
labels." If anything, I should
have thought that the juxtaposition of two clearly contrasting
points of view would have served
to crystallize precisely what our
"fundamental differences in belief" are with regards to the
American deployment of nuclear
weapons.
As for my use of "emotive
labels," while acknowledging the
imprecisions inherent in any systern of political taxonomy I find it
exceedingly difficult to classify
someone like Miss Samuels, who
decries what she terms our nation's
"nuclear
criminality,"
demands immediate and unconditional unilateral disarmament and
speaks of ending force and oppression through the mechanism
of international law, as belonging
to any family other than the
"dreamer,"
genus "utopian,"
species "pacifist."
However disturbed Mr. Van
Kauwenbergh may be about my
"throwing around of facts and
quotes," his letter provides little
in the way of substantive refutation. Having written that "figures
. from the Statistical Abstract of
the United States show-beyond all
peradventure
that...
military
spending has been declining for
many years," Mr. Van Kauwenbergh simply ignores this fact,
vouchsafing
us instead
an
ignoratio elenchi about how
various
military
programs
cancelled by President Carter
were economically and/or militarily unsound. Frankly, I find
the motives attributed to the
President's actions less than compelling, especially in view' of-the'.

Commander-in-Chiefs
well
guidance
systems
already
known crusade to make America", developed well beyond the point
loved by the rest of the world. Bti~1 where increased accuracy will add
even were I to admit, as one must,
to their destructive capacity, and
that the Pentagon's programs
the introduction of a limited
(like those developed and adnumber of more sophisticated
ministered
by
any
other
tactical nuclear weapons into a
government bureaucracy) are subEuropean
theatre
drastically
ject to cost overruns, mismanageunder strength in comparison to
ment and doubts as to their actual
the forces they face (e.g., the Soefficacy, this is no reason to rest viets have a tank army roughly
American security upon WW II twenty times the size of Adoph
bombers, a steadily contracting
Hitler's) hardly seems to me "to
naval fleet and a land-based mis- testify to a policy of matching the
sile force which will be vulnerable
Soviets." A fortiori, how can
to a first-strike attack by the mid- these nugatory changes in our
1980s. Whether the B-1 bomber,
defense posture be said to be
the Trident sub or other weapons
stimulating a "nuclear
arms
systems may be overly expensive,
race"?
somewhat redundant or partially
For whatever reasons, Carter
ineffective is a military judgment
killed the B-1 bomber. In reI feel unqualified to make. I tend
sponse the Soviets continue to
. to believe, however, that given the build
bombers
of varying
decrepit state of armed services capacities at a rate of 30-50 per
and the magnitude of the dangers
year. Carter killed the Trident sub
confronting
us, the military
program. In response the Soviets
should be allowed to rearm itself have continued to increase their
at as rapid a pace as possible. An ballistic submarine fleet by six per
"excess of caution" based upon
year. Yes, we got a SALT treaty
cost-benefit analyses of the type and our missile force remains
provided by Mr. Van Kauwenfrozen at 1054. In the interim the
bergh is not something the PentaSoviets have deployed five
gon nor the Republic should be generations of new ICBMs and
penalized for.
have continued increasing their
To continue, Mr. Van KauwenICBM sotckpile at an estimated
bergh writes of an ongoing
rate of 150 to 200 missiles a year.
"nuclear arms race" between the Some arms race. The Soviets
two superpowers. This is little appear to be doing all the runmore than an act of aphasia on ning. And yet Mr. Van Kauwenhis part. There is no arms race.
bergh nevertheless has trouble
Specific actions taken by the U.S.
discerning who's wearing the
are not triggering specifically
"white hat."
tailored reactions by the oviets. If
With regards to my "enthey were, the Soviets would be dorsement" of President Carter's
shelving programs and cutting
move in seeking the authority to
back on defense expenditures too,
have men and women register for
something they seem adamently
the draft, What I actually wrote
opposed to doing.
was: "All it took [for the peace
The emergence
from the movement to begin cranking up]
drawing board of the MX missile, was the Soviet occupation of Afa system which won't become ghanistan by means of troops,
operational until the 199Os, the tanks and poisonous gas and our
.'!constant-upgrading'.'·,of missile. 'Q-wnPresident's
. reaction "in

calling for - of all things! - draft really all about. Yes, I hate the
registration." Draft registration,
Soviet political system and all that
as Gov. Reagan along with The it represents; However my hatred
Washington Post has pointed out, is
neither
irrational
nor
is an ineffective gesture which xenophobic.
It flows
quite
would have little effect upon our naturally
from viewing the
current state of military unpre- Soviets for what they are and
paredness..
It offends
me, desiring not merely to contain
however, that people like Miss Gulag, but to see it dismantled
Samuels would seize upon such an once and for all. Yet in the face of
innocuous proposal to denounce this "suddenly resurgent fangAmerican imperialism while at baring barbarism" (the words are
the same time manifesting a Solzhenitsyn's),
Mr.
Van
supine indifference to atrocities Kauwenbergh, like Miss Samuels
being perpetrated by the Soviets before him, would have us do
on the other side of the globe.
nothing.
In closing, I submit that anyone
like Mr. Van Kauwenbergh-who
is unwilling to concede that the
"arms race" is a myth" who is
unable to distinguish between the
"good"
superpower and the
"bad" one, and who is unsound I SUMMER
SUBLETS NEED
enough to advocate military stasis . ED-for several out-of-town la
while the Soviets set about intimistudents who will be working fo
dating and colonizing what little a law firm near Dupont Circle. I
remains of the free world-I
you have a sublet available for th
submit that such a man is summer, please call Christin
profoundly incapable of underWhite or Rosemary Morgan 862
standing what George Orwell is _12618.
.
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Cafe Hollywood & Vine

-Flaming BroilSpecial for Students:
Cowboy Special Cheeseburger (6 oz.)
servedwith lettuce, tomato, mayo
fried onions and hot pepper
on kaiser roll

$159

Many delicious subs
served on French bread.

20061 St. N.W. 296·3473
Hours: 11 am to 1 am

.
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·Jazz, Rock, Blues,
Countr. and even Punk

A little before she left me
1 asked her what It's all about
She said 1feel like dancin'
I feel like steppin' out
It was live music ....
This review is intended to offer an
alternative to "the Party", There are al1 .
sorts of good clubs in D.C. that offer
some great music. There are also some
lousy clubs in D.C. that offer awful
music. Of course there are also lousy
bars that offer great music and vice
versa. This review does not list al1 of the
live music clubs in D.C. (only the ones
we went to) and there are other clubs
worth going to.
A good supplement to this article
would be a copy of the Unicorn Times
(available Free at any record store or
most music clubs) each month, to find
out who is playing where.

REQUIRED
None.

ACOUSTICS:
Adequate.
SOUND SYSTEM:
House. Good system.

ATTIRE:

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED:
Al1nights except Tuesday.

f",

ROOM:
Table seating general1y, but concert
seating for "name" acts. Atmosphere out
of the sixties. Some balcony seating.

DANCING:
Smal1 floor.

NIGHT WENT/GROUP
Thursday; Jetz.

SOUND SYSTEM:
Band provides.

-

IMPRESSIONS:
Table seating is not too cramped. There's
nothing classy about the Bayou. The high
stage provides a good view except when
people are dancing (and when people are
dancing, almost everyone is standing up
anyway). Expect a loud show, and a
rowdy crowd.
Sixties atmosphere
provided with a quasi-light show. There's
a good light system, but it's sometimes
overused. Certain acts are booked
through Ticketron, or require tickets in
advance which may be purchased from
the club.

ACOUSTICS:
Poor.

ROOM:
Thin, wide room. Table seating.
NIGHT WENT/GROUP
Friday; Failsafe.

Rt.
and Annandale
Falls Church, Va.

1fENEA

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED:
Rock, country rock, rockabilly.

CLIENTELE:
Rowdy.

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED:
Al1.

BAR/RESTAURANT
INFO:
Beer, wine, hard liquor. Bottle of beer is
$1.45, wine is $1.35, and hard drinks are
from $1.85 to $2.50. Sandwiches are
served.

DANCING
Yes; fairly large floor.'

CLIENTELE:
Twenties.

REQUIRED
None.

ATTIRE:

<~

BAR RESTAURANT
Very much a drinking bar and no food.

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS:
A below ground bar, Beacon's Backstage
reminds me of a rec room in a suburban
house. With the captains chairs, fake
brick wal1s, and wood paneling, I felt like
there should be a ping-pong table
available. The room is smoky, which may
THE BAYOU
be expected. The room is quite wide, and
those sitting by the sides of the stage will
3155 K. St.
W.
not get the true sound of the band (considering the band I saw, this is no great
loss). From the time they mark your hand
332-2897
BEACON'S BACKSTAGE with a black magic marker, you know
Rd . you're in for an unusual (if not par50
• ticularly enjoyable) evening. NotwithCOVER CHARGE:
standing al1 this, Beacon's does book
Zero to' $6.50 depending on act. No
. -some of the bigger names in D.C.
minimum.
music-Danny
Gatton, Billy Hancock,
533-9080
Tex
Rubinowitz,
etal.
TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED:
An types-blues,
rock, new wave
COVER CHARGE:
especial1y.
TH IT ALL
$3.00. No minimum.
BAR/RESTAURANT
INFO:
SIZE:
Beer is $1.60 to $1.95. Wine is $1.50.
3529M St. NW
135.
Hard drinks are $1.75 and up.

N.
(under Whitehurst Frwy)

MUSIC
They say they book al1 kinds but we saw
. newwave.
.

333-0408

COVER
$2 usually but more $ for any name
group.
SIZE
Seats may be a 100 and could hold
another 70 standing.

CLIENTELE
Depends on the band, with new wave, 1618 year lods with some burn outs.
WHEN MUSIC IS PLAYED
There is music booked seven nights a
week and is supposed to be crowded
weekends and Tues. and Wed. when local
favorites show up. Went on a Friday and
definitely not crowded, but then it was
new wave.
REQUIRED ATIIRE
"Don't look grungy," unclear whether
the objective or subjective test.
DANCING
There is room but none was going on
when we were there.
ACOUSTICS
Very screwed up room and almost al1
wal1s are very hard reflecting surfaces .
How can you tell with new wave.
SOUND SYSTEM
Each band.

WHO YOU SAY
Ritz, new wave and loud as hell.
IMPRESSIONS:
!he place has recently changed hands and
IS ?OW owned by Danny Galton, a local
guitar genius. The bar itself is poorly laid
out and uncomfortable. There are a lot of
seats where you would not be able to see
the band. Still the owners know the shortcomings and intend to fix it up. Also they
ahould be able to book the best talent in
the area.
•
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BLUES ALLEY

1073 Wisconsin Ave.
(in the rear)
337-4141
Located in the alley which runs parallel to
Wisconsin Ave. on the south side.

CLIENTELE:
Varied.
None.

This was a ~ouse-owned sound system,
which was very efficient and professional-sounding.
'

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED:

BAND SAW

All nights.

The Puppets - pseudo-New Wave, with
New York power pop/heavy
metal
influences.

REQUIRED ATIIRE:

DANCING:
No.

COVER CHARGE
$7.00 per person and one drink minimum
per set. The steep cover can be ameliorated by getting coupons out of the Unicorn Times and Dollars Off and going
during the week.

ACOUSTICS:
Pretty good.

SOUND SYSTEM:
House system is good.

ROOM:

SIZE
Seats 124

Smalloom with some balcony seating.
Tables very close together.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

NIGHT WENT/GROUP

Jazz (exclusively)

Monday, Larry Coryell.

BAR OR RESTAURANT
Restaurant serves creole food (dinner is
about $15.00 per person) Drinks are fairly expensive ($2.50 and up)

CLIENTELE
Mature (25 years old and up) established
types and out of towners lookivg for a
good time in D.C.

WHAT NIGHTS MUSIC IS
'PLAYED
Crowded on weekends (make reservations) they turn the house over when the
next show is sold out. Music 7 nights a
week but the best time to go is during the
week.

REQUIRED ATTIRE
Look decent. The management is usually
not too sticky but you would not want to
go looking like a slob.

DANCING
No

ACOUSTICS
Some of the best. There is a lot of brick
wall and carpeted floor. (Makes the
sound very live but clean)

SOUND SYSTEM
House system, excellent equipment and
professionally run. Great sound.

GROUP SAW/NIGHT

WENT

Scott Hamilton/Thursday

IMPRESSIONS

.

Blues Alley is expensive but it undoubtedly. books the best Jazz in town. If you
plan to take someone, find a coupon for a
free cover in either the Unicorn Times or
Dollars off. Go during the week to avoid
the possibility that you will see only one
show.
Blues Alley books some of the jazz
greats (Stan Getz, Earl "Fatha" Hines
and the like). The room is one of the best
as far as view and acoustics and the atmosphere is very cordial and friendly,
even if a little stuffy. If you want to be
guaranteed good jazz and. if .your looking,
to impress someone, this IS the place.
Don't expect to be wealthy enough to get
drunk here.

CELLAR DOOR
1201 34th St. N. W.

(Georgetown)
337-3380
COVER CHARGE:
$6.00. $2.00 minimum.

SIZE:
Seats 124.

IMPRESSIONS
The Cellar Door is known for 1)
providing good acts, and 2) being very
crowded. Even though the fire marshalls
clamped. down. on this Georgetown club
not too long ago, it still remains crowded,
but it's not as bad as it used to be. The'
acts are generally of high quality, but
because of the small seating capacity, the
cover is fairly steep. Nonetheless, the intimate atmosphere, closeness of the stage,
and hospitable waiters and waitresses
generally make for a good evening. There
is a good light system which is not
overused, which follows along with the
professional atmosphere with which the
shows are presented.

CHILDE HAROLDE

1610 20th st. ,
(Near Connecticutt Ave)
483-6702

All types, plus theatre, comedy, etc.

Beer wine
and '$2.00:
drinks are
sandwiches

INFO:

and hard liquor. Beer is $1.75
wine is $1.75, and mixed
from $2.25 to $2.50. Cold
available.

REQUIRED ATTIRE
Come-as-you-are-or-feel.

DANCING
There is a very small area where people
dance in front of the stage.

ACOUSTICS
Pretty good, but the layout of the place
may annoy the serious listener. In the
main room, acoustics are good; in the
bar areas, the sound is not so good.

One of the more aesthetically pleasing
places around. The main room is small
and very ornate, with 'the accent on
nicely-carved wood trimmings. Without ' SOUND SYSTEM
(I forgot to ask)
exaggeration,
this could have. been
somebody's living-room at one !Ime ~r WHO YOU SAW
another. Even though it was a httle bit
Mike Cotter Blues Band-pretty
good
expensive, the setting was so intimate
original stuff. Mike's got a very inthat the money spent would be well teresting voice.
worth it for the right band.

IMPRESSIONS:

COLUMBIA STA TION

1836 Columbia Rd. N.W.
, 667-2900
COVER CHARGE
No minimum. there's no cover on
Thursday night, which is a good deal
since they get some decent bands in
then. Weekend' cover charges are
generally $2.00 to $3.00, depending on
the band. Sunday through Wednesday
there's no music, hence no admission
price.

1 like Columbia Station because it's easy
to feel at ease there. If you want to see
the band as well as hear them, especially
on the weekends or for special attractions, get there early and grab a
table in the main room. If you don't
really care about that' sgoing on up o.n
stage and yo jst want to hear the music
and grab a beer, pull up a stool at the
bar and relax-chances are you may run
into somebody you know who's doing
the same thing.

D.C. SPACE
7th and E. St. N. W.

SIZE

347-4960

Not extremely spacious, but over 200
people could fit in there on any given
night.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED
Generally rock, blues, and R & B, with
some New Wave and classical.

BAR/RESTAURANT

COVER CHARGE
$4.00 usually,
group.

but may change with

Depending upon when you go in, this

night, it definitelly resembles a good
neighborhood bar, featuring draft beer,
$3.00 on the night we visited, but it
for $1.10, bottled beer for $1.35-$1.85,
varies depending on the music.
and mixed drinks for $1.85-$2.25.
Lunch and dinner menus include the
SIZE
burger/sandwich
fare,
with
Pretty small - intimate is the word .. usual
seafood
specials
featured
nightly.
The music is upstairs, and there's room
Generally, food costs between $2.50 and
for about 50 people to sit tightly.
Downstairs, there's a bigger bar; fewer ,$5.50. They also have a more limited
, "after-hours" menu in the evening until
tables, and no music.
midnight.

COVER CHARGE

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

Extremely varied. We went on Thursday, which is New Wave Night. Different nights of the week feature blues,
rock, and jazz-fusion, with bigger-names appearing on week-ends and
whenever available.

SIZE:
'.,
Can seat up to 125 in chairs.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED:
You name it.

BAR & RESTAURANT:
Upstairs, no booze. Dow?stairs a goo.d
restaurant with beer and wme (the foo~ IS
quasi-organic). Beer is 75¢ to $1.75, wme
is $1.25.

CLIENTELE:
Extremely varied. Generally aldi back.

REQUIRED ATIIRE:
None.

BAR OR RESTAURANT

.

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED

On top, definitely a bar atmosphere"
with drinks a little more expensive than
other area bars. We never ventured
downstairs, so food and drink menus
are a mystery.

All.

DANCING
No.

CLIENTELE

ACOUSTICS

New Wave Night brought in a few
characters, but not nearly as many as
you'd think; The crowd was under 30
and lively, and included the typical
Dupont Circle cross-section of people.

Poor.

SOUND SYSTEM:
Band provides.

MUSIC 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
We went on a Thursday night, which
attracted
a good-sized New Wave
crowd. I'd say call ahead to see what
kind of music is on top and then go from
there, based upon your own tastes. Rest
assured that you'll find a bunch of
people who appreciate the music being
played.
Nothing expected or demanded.

DANCING
Not really.

BAR/RESTAURANT

IMPRESSIONS

palce could be a bar Or restaurant. At

REQUIRED ATIIRE
TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED:
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SOUND SYSTEM

ACOUSTICS
The best we experienced, bar none. Very
professional and clear, with a nice
balanced sound.
'~'. '...... ,
... ,.,' ....

CLIENTELE
A lot of neighborhood types frequent
the place, which means it attracts an
interesting assortment of peoiple. Most
of the crowd was young and friendly.

ROOM
Just a plain old room that's long and
narrow; Absolutely no atmosphere.

NIGHT WENT/GROUP

SAW

Monday; Dale Williams Blues Band.

WHEN MUSIC IS PLAYED
We went ona Thursday night. The bar
was well-populated but not jammed,
which seems to be standard
on
weeknights. Music is featured Thursday
through Saturday, with the heavierst
crowds on the weekends, naturally.
Good nights can mean wall-to-wall
people.

IMPRESSIONS
Going to D.C. Space was a truly unique
experience. Located in the Chinatown
area of D.C., it is an upstairs club with
concert seating (i.e., no tables). It was a
pretty bizarre experience. The band
started late, played a very short time, and
had a multitude of sound problems.
There is premise for this "bare-bones"
place, but they are .~efi~tely' $oing:,to
have to get their act together.
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MoreMusic
DESPARADO'S
3350 M St. , N. W.

(Georgetown)

ESKIMO NELL'S

815 N. Stafford St.
Arlington , Va.
(1 block from Ballston
subway stop)

ACOUSTICS
Adequate

528-4300

338-5520
COVER

SOUND SYSTEM

$1 to $5. No minimum.

Band provides

SIZE
Seats 200. Some seats obstructed.

ROOM

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

Very small club. Tables jammed close together. Some balcony seating. High stage.
Good view of band.

Blues, rhythm and blue, country rock,
rock.

BARIRESTAURANTINFO
Beer, wine, hard liquor. Beer is $1.35 and
$1.80 by the bottle. Hard liquor is $1.50.
Free popcorn.

Generally a drinking type of place, but
a small menu includes soups ($1.50-$2.00), salads ($1.00-$3.50), entrees
($3.15-$3.50), sandwiches ($2.50-$3.60)
.and desserts and side orders. Drinks
include a full complement of bar spirits
and beer in bottles at standard Washington-area prices (a little expensive).

CLIENTELE
It seemed like a lot of couples, on the
. youngish side (early 20's) however, all
ages under 30 were well represented.

COVER CHARGE AND MINIMUM

NIGHT WENT/GROUP

$2.00 cover, no minimum (cover charge
is only required if you sit at a table,
there is a large bar area where you can
listen and drink for free)

Friday; Silverspring. ~

SIZE

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS

130 seating capacity plus the bar capacity which brings the total capacity to
about 200

Desperado's is a small club with loud
music. It is generally very crowded, beCasual
cause they book good music. When popular bands are booked it's advisable to
REQUIRED ATTIRE
make reservations in advance. Most seats
Jeans O.K., but can't be tattered. Men
afford a great view of the band, but get
must have shirt collar.
there early so as not to get an obstructed
NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED
seat. It's a no-frills place. One wonders
All
why the owners get petty and make a big
. deal about shirt collars for men in view
. DANCING
of the rowdy atmosphere.
No

CLIENTELE

DRINKING BAR OR RESTAURANT

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED
We went on a Wednesday night and the
crowd was tame and small. I'm sure
with a good band on a week-end the
place could hop. Generally, they have
music booked every night. I'd say go on
a week-end for thrills, week-nights for
cheap thrills.
.

REQUIRED ATTIRE

Wide variety from 50's revival to acoustic rock

No real dress requirements looked comfortable.

BAR V. RESTAURANT

DANCING

Good restaurant with basic American
fare. Dinner from $4.00-$8.00 Drinks
$1.75 and up for mixed drinks Beer
from about $1.50

I noticed no significant area in which to
dance ..

ACOUSTICS
Very good - the "music" room was
small enough to give everyone a good
seat, and the, sound easily filled the
room.

CLIENTELE

Pleasant mid-twenties and up (not really
crowded enough to make generalizations)

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED
Never gets so crowded that you have to
wait outside Music 7 nights a week. I
went on a Thursday night. There was
plenty of room.'

REQUIRED ATTIRE
Clean and neat, Shirt with

a collar

DANCING
Only in the aisles

·,ACOUSTICS
Excellent room
but not dead.

acoustics.

Dampened

everybody

SOUND SYSTEM
I

Imported, no house sound system.

WHO YOU SAW
Harry traynham -

Lou Preng.

IMPRESSIONS
Good pin-ball, foos-ball, and dart area
in front room and people seemed pretty
congenial on the whole. The only
problem seemed to be that the sound-system in the front-room competedwith
that in the back-room, especially on the
quieter songs.

FINBAR

SOUND SYSTEM
House has a very good sound system of
its own although the band used its own

2321 Wisconsin Ave
333-0011

NIGHT WENT/GROUP
Saw Mike Cotter Band on Thursday

COVER CHARGE

IMPRESSIONS

Fri. and .Sat., $1.00 or $2.00. No minimum.

The tables are not crowded together, the
room is large enough to accommodate a
good crowd and it is extremely well set
up. Good view of the stage from everywhere in the room. It is difficult to see
the band from the bar, although it is
easy to hear. It is well worth the $2.00
cover to go to Nell's especially if you
. live nearby. Its proximity to the subway
makes, it accessable to downtowners
also. Recommended listening.

FAR INN
3433 Conn.Ave
363-0941

SIZE
About 100.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED
Rock, rock and roll, blues, and occasionally New Wave.

BAR/RESTAURANT'

INFO

Beer, wine, and hard liquor. Beer is $1.75
- $2.25. Coffee. costs $1.00, and Kalhua
and coffee was $2.75. Burgers and sandwiches available till 10 or 11 pm, unless
the chef doesn't show up.

CLIENTELE
Neighborhood.

REQUIRED AlTlRE
None.

COVER CHARGE

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED

No cover/no minimum on weeknights;
on weekends, the cover is around $2-$3
depending on the band.'
,

Live music Wed.-Sat.

SIZE
The
seats
125
holds

back-room, where the music is,
about 75-100 people comfortably,
when jammed. The front-room
around 50 people.

DANCING
Small floor. Dancers obstruct view of
stage.

ACOUSTICS
Poor. Band played much too loud.

SOUND. SYSTEM
Band provides.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

ROOM

The basic rock-and-roll, blues,country-rock fare prevalent in most bars in this
area. Rockability and New Wave groups
also appear 'periodically.

Thin, wide room. Table seating and small
bar. Fairly nice atmosphere with brick
walls and mellow lighting. Tables are,
thankfully, not jammed together.
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NIGHT WENT,
Friday; Rhythm Masters.

IMPRESSIONS
It's a n~ce atmosp~ere .atthe Finbar, but
the major complamt IS the band plays
much. too loud for such a small room.
The VIew of the band is pretty good exc.eptwhen ~ancers fill up the floor. A particularly nice aspect is this is one of th '
few bars, in .t~wn with live musicwher:
you aren t sitnng on top of the people at
the next table.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

1738 Connecticutt Ave.
797-1095
COVER CHARGE
No cover, but a collection is taken by and
for the musicians.

SIZE

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

MR HENREY'5
(TENLEY CIRCLE)

NIGHTS MUSIC IS PLAYED

Generally Irish/Folk to straight folk.

I Went on a Wednesday night and place
was about 1/3 full. Wednesday is
Women' s N'Igh t, with
.' the emphasis on
wom~n performers and music. Otherwise,
there ~ musi~ every day with a set at
lunchtime, dinner, and in the evening.
Generally the place is more crowded on
week-ends.

Mostly a drinking establishment, with
bar drinks and beer. The Irish draft
(Harp Lager) was very good and costs
$1.25 a mug. Menu includes sandwiches,
stews,
soups,
and
burgers,
all
reasonably priced.

REQUIRED ATTIRE

CLIENTELE

COVER CHARGE

Late 20's and up-definitely
a settled
atmosphere, yet casually informal.

Cover-Depends on the band $0.00 to
$2.00 no minimum

'

Whatever your little heart desires, with
the accent on the basics-blue
jeans
corduroy, cotton T-shirts, etc.
'

DANCING
Not ~eally-no room-but there is limited
dancmgon Wednesday nights.

ACOUSTICS
Not bad, but' since the room is rectangular on shape and .the music is
situat;d. at one "end" of the rectangle, if
you Sit in the front part of the restaurant
you'll have a more difficult timeseei.' r
and hearing the musicians.

Basically' pretty small-seats
approximately 75 people in booths and tables.

BAR OR RESTAURANT

WHAT NIGHTS MUSIC IS
PLAYED
We ventured in on a Wednesday night,
late, and the crowd was thinning out.
However, they've been known to get
crowded on weekends. It seems as if
music is played every night in one form
or another.

REQUIRED ATTIRE
Anything goes, but people seemed to be
more nicely dressed. In other words,
Britches' outdoors catalogue, slightly
worn.

4323 Wisconsin Ave. N. W.
(in the rear)
362-6079

,SIZE

Nobody would tell me r would estimate
about 120 seated inside

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED
Rock (mostly)

BAR OR RESTAURANT
Has food which is fair. I didn't stay
long enough for a drink

CLIENTELE
Late adolescent

SOUND SYSTEM

TVPE OF MUSIC BOOKED
Folk; Jazz of the light variety and some
classical-All round ni~e_st\1ff.

BAR OR RESTAURANT
Generally this is a cafe/restaurant with
light dishes and basic drinks. Food includes desserts ($.60-$2.45), salads ($.95$3.25), sandwiches ($1.45-$3.00) and
munchies ($.75-$1.05). Daily dinner and
soup specials are featured, with the accent
on homemade/wholesome
stuff. Beer
runs $0.75 a draft, $1.45-$1.65 for imported
bottles.
Wine runs from
$0.95/glass
to $4.95/bottle.
Other
standard bar drinks have recently ben
added, ranging in rpices between $1.65$2.25.

House sound system, with musicians
bringing equipment if they want to. But
the house system is old-luckily
the
performers often don't even need one.

WHO YOU SAW
performers called in sick this night.

OTHER IMPRESSIONS
A good place to gel a quick beer or bite to
eat, or just listed to some music if you're
bored, A little dark and dirty, but who
really cares?

686-5189
COVER CHARGE
No coverlno minimum

SIZE
••......•

NIGHTS MUSIC IS PLAY ED

Very good because the room is small
Music 7 nights a week. I went on a
and the equipment is good for lighter
musical styles. Voices and guitars were , Mon.
dear as a bell, to coin the phrase.

SOUND SYSTEMHouse-and

very efficient.

WHO YOU SAW
Debbie Smith & Friends-Ms.
Smith
had a clear, sweet voice and played a
very adequate acoustics guitar.

REQUIRED ATTIRE
None Distinguishable

DANCING
No room

ACOUSTICS

'5 PUB
3319 Conn. Ave., NW

GALLAGHER

CLIENTELE
Extremely varied-quiet,
conversational
crowd. lots of couples and friends out
together. Expect anybody.

ACOUSTICS

Small-e-seatsabout 40 people with room
the bar.
" "

.. ',,.~,'-:'~'>.'::'
',',-,',f6i20moreat

OTHER IMPRESSIONS
The bar was long and wooden, and
quite attractive.
The waitress and
bartender were very friendly, the performer extremely confident and at ease,
and the clientele generally congenial.
This is not the .place to frequent if
you're of the leather-and-safety-pin
crowd but it satisfies in its own quiet
way .

Decent acoustics due to small room size.
Bands are usually too loud.

SOUND SYSTEM
Comes with the band

GROUP SAW
Small Talk/Monday

More Music

P"" en

IMPRESSIONS'
Employees are about as friendly as badgers. It s the same Mr. Henrey's that I
learned to hate in high school; the first
business establishment that I ever decided to boycott. I suggest that if there is
a band that you want to see and they
will be playing elsewhere in town, that
you go elsewhere to see them. ·It even
still smells like someone threw up on the
jukebox.
There were' two people at the bar and
the house was half full, there was no
one there to get information from and
the bartender told. me to get lost. The
room is small and cramped. It has a
tendency to become unbearably hot and
smokey. They do book some good
bands on occasion but its not really
worth seeing them at Henreys. The only
really good reason to go there is to sit
outside at the sidewalk bar during the
summer (but then you can't hear the
music). This bar gets a 2. on a scale of
10.

HOGATE'S

Maine Ave

S.W.

484-6301
COVER CHARGE
Weekends
minimum.
minimum.

-

$2.00 plus Two drink
Weekdays no cover no

SIZE
Seats about 300 although the room is a
fairly large one for the number of patrons
that it seats.
.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED
This month jazz (it is an experimental
month) Previously booked mostly name
acts from the fifties and early sixties, and
may yet revert.

BAR V. RESTAURANT
Drinking is in the lounge. The lounge is
attached to Hogate's Restaurant which
has good seafood from $ Drinks: about
$2.50.

ROOM
A long, thin room, which is really a restaurant but has a band playing up front.

JEFFERSON A.B.C.

Route 50 and
Annandale Rd.
Falls Church, Va.
/

COVER CHARGE

NIGHT WENT/GROUP
Saturday; band had no name.

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS
Get down, we're back in Oklahoma.
From. the time you see the first dollar bill
framed on the wall, sittin' right next to
the "Beer Drinkers are Better Lovers"
poster. If you want a little bit of country
in the D.C. area, head out to Falls
Church. Expect nothing but mediocre
food, a mediocre little band, and one hell
of a good time.

None.

CLIENTELE
Early in the evening,
lounge before dinner
the crowd becomes
polyester). Age range

patrons come to the
later in the evening
more diverse (less
from about 25-40.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

MASON'S

Country.

(upstairs)
300 King St.
Alexandria • Va.

SIZE
Seats about 45

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED.
The best value is during the week, there
are no lines to get in Music 6 nights a
week. Excluding I went on a Saturday
and it was not crowded.

BARIRESTAURANTINFO
Greasy spoon restaurant which offers
everything from a burger ($1.10) to a Tbone steak ($6.75). Abottle of Bud will
. cost you about 80¢.

549-1990
COVER CHARGE

REQUIRED ATTIRE

CLIENTELE

$1.00 on weekends, none on Thursday.

Don't look like a slob.

Country. All ages.

SIZE

REQUIRED ATTIRE

Seats about 50

None. Expect everything from polyester
leisure suits to jeans to work clothes.

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED··

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED

BARIRESTAURANTINFO

DANCING
Absolutely, very
(nobody was on it)

large

dance

floor

Folk, country rock

ACOUSTICS

Weekends.

Very good for as large a room as it is.

DANCING

SOUND SYSTEM

No floor, but don't be surprised if people
get up and dance anyway.

House has its own system but the band
had imported one with it which they were
using.

CLIENTELE

ACOUSTICS

Twenties thru forties.

Poor, but who cares?

REQUIRED ATTIRE

SOUND SYSTEM

None. Clothes range
three-piece suits.

Band provides.

NIGHT WANT/GROUP
Ariel;

v:

IMPRESSIONS:
A very pleasant lounge atmosphere
despite the fact that it is run by Mariott
Corp. Service is very friendly if somewhat
slow. It would be an ideal place to relax
and have a drink during the week after an
evening at the library.

a

Jazz

group

of

all

female

Beer; wine, hard liquor. Beer on tap is
$1.25. Hard liquor is $1.75 and up.
(Happy hour 6-8 pm weekdays).

from

jeans

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED

musicians/Saturday night~.A

Thursday-Saturday.

NOW TWO GREAT SALOONS
COLEMAN'S

I

LICENSED VINTNERS
OUR NEW MID TOWN SALOON OFFERS
IMPORTED DR~UGHT, AND A COMPLETE
MENU OF FINE FOOD - FROM BURGERS
TO LOBSTERS - AT COMFORTABLE PRICES

,

•

SANDWICHES AND COMPLETE DINNERS

an 1~lsh PUB
tR~tlonal

SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT

(ja€llc €nteAUlnl1l€nt
evenings

On Capitol Hill At
520 N. Capitol Sf. N.W.

:COR. 20th & PENNSYLVANIA AVE N.W.

737-3773

331-9430
Irish Country Brunch served

----------------------

purveyors of.fine food & spirits
breakfast, luncheon & dinner

at both locations
Sundays-«I J a.m.-3 p.m.

to

DANCING
No.

WHAT NIGHTS MUSIC IS
PLAYED

ACOUSTICS
Adequate.

Music 7 nights. Crowds on the weekends
starting about 10:00 P.M.

SOUND SYSTEM

REQUIRED ATTIRE

Band provides.

Collar, no holy blue jeans, no hats inside.

ROOM

DANCING

Small, intimate,
with brick walls'
Mason's is a downstairs club that pro:
vides a folksy, comfortable atmosphere.

None to speak of

NIGHT WENT/GROUP
Saturday; Revery.

ACOUSTICS
Very odd room acoustics due to irregular
shape ofthe room.

SOUND SYSTEM
"There is a decent house system although it
was not used the night I went. '

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS

Mason's is an easy-listening kind of
place that, is as much a place to talk
GROUP SAW/WHEN WENT
over a drink as it is to hear pretty good ' Dave Franklin/Mon. Night
folk and country rock music. ' Candlelit
, IMPRESSIONS'
wood tables provide a 'warin atmosOne of the few acoustic bars that is not so
phere. Upstairs, is a: restaurant with a
I~id back that it becomes soporific. It is,
piano player. Upstairs and downstairs
lively and the music is generally good (not
are both dosed on Tuesday nights.
always). Th~ room is very irregularly
shaped making the view difficult in some
parts of. the room and impossible in
others. The shape also inhibits movement
inside. Has a barrel of peanuts next to the
2517
bar (throw the shelIs on the floor).

ONE STEP, DOWN
Penn AveNW

331-8863

PSYCHE DELI
4846 Cordell Ave.
Bethesda Md.

COVER CHARGE
$4.00 Friday-Sunday with a 2 drink
minimum. $1.50 Mondays. Sat. 3:30-7:30
no cover, two drinks.

(301) 654-6611

SIZE
Seats 72.

COVER CHARGE

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

$2.oo-$5;()() cover/no mirumum. The
cover depends upon who happens to be
playing,

Top flight jazz.

BAR RESTAURANT
Burgers, salads, deli food $2.50-$5.00
drin~ prices change .with the music
booked and weekend v. weeknight.

CLIENTELE
Very mixed, young and old who Jove jazz.

SIZE
Back room seats about 75, and this is
where the music is.·A number of people
could stand near the bar and the walIs if
it got really crowded.

WHEN l\fUSIC IS PLAYED

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

Weekends are the best but crowded.
Saturday afternoons are supposed to be
fun.

National acts frequent the place, with
bigger-named local groups filling out the
schedule.
A lot
of blues/rock,
rockabilly, and rock n'roll groups are
included on the schedule, with a
smattering of New Wave.

REQUIRED ATTIRE
None.

DANCING

BAR OR RESTAURANT

None.

Carter H. Jefferson.

This appears to be a bar first, a
restaurant second. A smalI menu includes salads from $1.75 to $2.95,
sandwiches
from
$2.75-$3.25,
and
submariens form $3.25-$3.75. Draft
beer went for 75' cents a mug, and
bottled beer cost between $1.25 to
$1.50. Other bar drinks were also
available, but this seems to be a beerdrinkers type of place. .

IMPRESSIONS

CLIENTELE

ACOUSTICS
Fine.

SOUND SYSTEM
House system whlch
adequate for the place.

is more

than

WHOYOUSAW

The bar is really a jazz club and books'
very good jazz acts at a cheaper price than
most of the other jazz spots in the area.
Has a super nice easy atmosphere for
such a good jazz club. The only _real
drawback is its size which makes it hard
to get in if someone good is playing

POUR HOUSE PUB
Wisconsin Ave
COVER CHARGE
None

SIZE
190 (hard to believe)

TYPE OF,MUSIC BOOKED
Acoustic music. Usually singles or Duos

BAR OR RESTAURANT
Mostly drinking although they serve
sandwiches, pizza and other quick food
till midnight. It is not expensive. Draft
beer $1.15 hard drinks from about ~1.75.

CLIENTELE
Lots of A.V. students with a healthy mix
of older good timers out for a brew.

The night we were there, a blues band
was featured, and the crowd was
definitely of the beer-drinking rowdy
variety. I imagine the place normally
attracts the under-25 set, with the
.:emphasis on locals.

AND WHAT NIGHTS MUSIC IS
PLAYED

SOUND SYSTEM

DANCING

All bands bring their own equipment,
all possessing varying degrees of quality.

Definitely
ExcelIe~t room acoustics -. A reasonably '

WHO YOU SAW
Almost Blues Band

Levi's and flannel

DANCING
There wasn't any dancing the night we
went, but there is a small area near the
stage where one could dance.

ACOUSTICS
Not bad, but the concrete-and-wood
panelled walslwere
not the most
conducive to fine acoustics.

good

Sized, square.vandvunobstructed-ic.

room.

'

SOUND SYSTEM
OTHER IMPRESSIONS
The back room was drafty and the
.acoustics were on the tinny side, but I
think the right band could be a lot of
. fun. The Nighthawks are appearing
March 23 and should light the place up.
Not a place I'd hang out in, but one
where I wouldn't mind seeing a favorite
band.

The house has its own sound system
, which is not especially good although it is
useable. The band used its own.

.GROUP SAW NIGHT WENT
Washington's
Thursday.

own

Northstar

Band,

IMPRESSIONS

671-2774

Definitely a good place to listen. Good
view of the stage and good sound from all
over the room. People really dance here.
The tables are a decent distance apart (its
good for the waitressesand good for the
audience). They usually book good music
so its a worthwhile place, especially if you
live anywhere nearby ..•

COVER CHARGE
$2.00 cover on weekends in the room
(there is a bar area which is fairly large
where no cover is charged. No minimum.

THE SHED
112 King St.
Alexandria, Va.

QUINCEY'S
5444 Columbia Pike
Arlington Va.
.

836-8088

SIZE
About 250 in the whole place.

Weekend nights get crowded, espe
TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED
especially when the big bands are - . Country, Country Rock
playing. There's normalIy music ev~ry
night, with the size of the crowd varying
BAR OR RESTAURANT
with the band involved. We went on a
Reputedly very good food. American
Thursday night,' and the place was
fare. Sandwiches from $2.50-$5.50.
relatively uncrowded, to be polite.
Dinners $4.00-$10.00. Drinks: $1. 14 for a
draft, $1.75 and up for mixed drinks.

REQUIRED ATTIRE

ACOUSTICS

CLIENTELE
Middle of the road young adult (with a
healthy portion of older folks and a good
redneck contingent.
'

WHAT NIGHTS MUSIC IS

SIZE
About 300.

TYPE OF MUSIC·SOOKED
Blues, rock 'n roll, country rock.

BARIRESTAURANTINFO
As an A.B.C. establishment,the Shed is .
required to serve lots of food. Seafood
and sandwiches are available until closing. Beer, wine and hard liquor is avail- ,
able. Beer is $1.05, .wine is $1.50, and' .
hard drinks are $1.60 and up.

CLIENTELE
From preps torednecks.":

Music 7 nights a week. It gets crowded (a
line outside) Fridays and Saturdays
starting about 10:00 P.M.

REQUIRED

REQUIRED ATTIRE

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED

ATTIRE'!

None.

Bands on weekends. Guitarist on Wed.
Collared Shirt (even the band has to wear
and Sun. Summers they have bands
them).
. ,- .",fromWedr-Sat. ..
'., , ...1''''
'"
.. , """ ....
'~
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SIZE
DANCING

Seats 88.

No floor, but people dance anyways (so
I'm told).

TYPE OF MUSIC BOOKED

ACOUSTICS

BARIRESTAURANTINFO

Can't tell, since I didn't hear a band
play.

Upstairs lounge has beer, wine, and
hard liquor. Beer is $1.30 to $2.00, wine
is $1.30, and hard drinks are $2.50 to
$3.00. Happy hour M-f with 63¢ beers
and $1.25 mixed drinks. Seafood restaurant downstairs.

SOUND SYSTEM
Band provides.

Jazz

ROOM
Large downstairs with upstairs seating
available. Can't see band from upstairs.
Also upstairs isa lounge with plush
sofas and a color T. V..

CLIENTELE
Varied

REQUIRED ATTIRE
None. Ranges from jeans to three piece
suits.

NIGHT WENT/GROUP
Tuesday; no music

NIGHTS MUSIC PLAYED
All nights

,GENERAL IMPRESSIONS
The brick walls and 35 foot long bar
provide a nice atmosphere. Although I
didn't see a group play, it would seemthat the low stage would not permit a
good view of the band were people
dancing. Further comments unavailable,
except that it looks like a nice place.

THE WARF
QUARTERDECK
LOUNGE
119 King St.
Alexandria
836-2834
COVER CHARGE
.:None.

DANCING
No.

ACOUSTICS
Adequate.

SOUND SYSTEM
Band provides.

ROOM
Small, with table seating.

NIGHT WENT/GROUP'
Tuesday; Skip Gales Quartet,

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS
Brick walls, wood tables lit by candles
create an intimate atmosphere. The upstairs bar was not crowded on
weekends. For a Pernod over pineapple
juice and good conversation, the Quarterdeck Lounge was an ideal spot.
';;.

.

....

SMITH • MC LAUGHLIN • HART

NACRELLI BAR REVIEW
v«, D.C., Md.

&
'New England 'too!

Early Sign Up Price

$350 (only $25 deposit) ,
(After April 1st: $375)

Review Us!

Ask for our Materials at Reserve Desk,
3rd floor, Law Library

See: Shelly Farber or Call: 524-9527
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Reflections on a Generation
By O'Neal Smalls

And so we come again to
another decade. Facing as we are,
our turn (my generation) on the
state of life, it is fitting and
proper that we take stock of
where we are and where we are
headed.
As the curtain rises on the
decade of the 80's three challenges loom large on the stage
before us. There is the problem of
energy. Our dependence on oil is
overwhelming. It has become the
life blood of the nation. We use it
in most, if not all, of our factories, plants, utility companies,
automobiles, rubber products the list goes on. Equally frightening is the fact that the solution
that seems most technologically
and economically
feasible is
fraught with danger. Nuclear
energy possesses injurious capabilities which stagger the imaginations. And much of the oil left
in the world would seem to be in
the hands of players who are unpredictable and untested. in the
exercise of global power.
Then there is the matter of
international relations. As the
curtain rises we see a multitude of
nations jockeying for newstations
and positions on the stage. We
find ourselves wondering as to
what is the ultimate source of national power. Is it oil? Military
might? Nuclear weapons? Economic conditions? Or is it the
moral character of a people? The
drama unfolds in front of a backdrop of rising expectations.
Moreover, we find ourselves
between the horns of a dilemma:
the horn of remembering Hitler

and the second World War and
the other horn of remembering
Viet Nam, Alas, the major
question remains unanswered: on
what basis will national status and
strength be determined in the
decade ahead?
Last, but equally important, is
the continuing
challenge of
building a great society here at
home in which the quality of our
lives match the marvels of our
labor. There remains unanswered
questions of poverty and' affluence,
discrimination
and
equality, and the viability of the
economy. These domestic concerns are further exasperated by
our newly felt need to recapture
international respect.
One of the striking things about
us as a people as we face the 80's
is that we lack faith in ourselves.
This undoubtedly flows from the
past. It may be that ours (and the
one that follows) is a generation
that did not know the age of innocence. The "decadence" which
our forebearers loathed wove the
fabric of our lives. Our God was
dead (killed in Viet Nam, who
knows?) and hope gave way to
Donna Summers and the Rocky
Horror Show: "Give yourselves
over to absolute
pleasure."
Perhaps the real danger is that the
challenges we face on the stage
are yet only dimply perceived.
More often than not, tragedy does
not announce its arrival with
marching
bands and rolling
drums. The .steps which lead to
tragedy are, more often, ordinary.
There is so much I wish to say
to you as we enter the 80's. It
cannot all be said here and now.

Don't be too greedy for status can impair our health and spirit
So let me start with my first plea
for the 80's. It is a plea for tempe- and prestige; ambition can leave and distort the majesty of the
one morally blind and his charac- human anatomy.
rance. I deeply believe that
triumph on the stage of life will ter defiled.
While the decade ahead poses
Don't be too greedy with our
find its genesis in the moral
character of a people. That is' not natural resources. Most, if not all substantial challenges, it also
of them are exhaustable and there poses great opportunities. As
the morality of a bygone era.
really co-diRather, it is a system of values are many others who deserve to lawyers, weare
rectors. So let us resolve that our
compounded of the best from the 'share them.
past, a generous portion of'
Finally, don't be too greedy turn on the stage will be a triumenlightenment and a lot of love.
with food and beverages. They phant performance.
It may be that the key to happiness is to be found in not being
too greedy. So my plea is simple:
don'tbe too greedy. Don't be too
greedy with religion. Too much
religion can lead to fanaticism or
an overreliance on God to do
vote.
By Bob Gallop
what we should do ourselves. But
Dean Barron welcomed the
let us be clear. In our society reproposal as an expression of
The proposed honor code,
,ligion is essential. It is among the published in the February 27th concern by students for profesmost desirable instruments of .issue of the Advocate, is now sional responsibility. As to specisocial control and it is a source of before the Scholarship Commitfic provisions of the code, he
hope - that divine sustainer of the tee. The, committee is going would like to see the committee's
human spirit. To the extent that through the proposal section by recommendations,
although he
religion is eliminated from socie- section, and will make recom- did express the thought that,
ty, it must be replaced with some- mendations to be distributed to notions of due process would
thing lest many become lawless.
seem to require that the sanctions
both
faculty
and students.
Don't be too greedy with edu- Comments to the committee by that might be proposed for a
cation. Too much education can faculty and students will then be violation be clearly spelled out.
lead to paralysis of analysis and received before the committee
On April 3rd, a student asuselessness.
comes out with a final recom- sembly will be held to gather
Nor too much money; it can mendation, with the proposal student feedback on the prolead to. undue pride and ar- then submitted to the faculty for a posals.
rogance. Nor too much power; it
corrupts and dulls ones sensitivity
for others.
Don't be too greedy with sex. It
is undoubtedly one of the vitals of
life. And yet, it is also addictive.
It can cause one to fritter away
ON'"
the years of his or her youth when
those productive years are needed
by society. To the extent that any
member of society does not'
assume his or her 'responsibilities,
society is weakened.
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Summer Session 1980
Hofstra Law School
DAY AND
EVENING COURSES

SUMMER SESSION ONE

May 27 . July 2
COURSES

CREDllS

Advanced Procedure (Compares
New York and Federal Procedure)
Commercial Trans~ctions Survey
Criminal Procedure
Evidence
Family Law
Federal Income Taxation of Individuals
International Law
Law and the Biomedical Sciences
Real Estate Transactions
Secured Transactions
For Further

Information
Write or Call

Hofstra University
School of Law
Hempstead,
New York 11550
(516) 560·3636

m EUROPE

3
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
4
3

IHI(O)IMil~

Norestrictions
Confirmed reservarions s free wine with dinner. cognac after s
no restrictions on stays to 1 yr. or advance purchase, Prices valid
from V,S, from March 10 thru May 14, 1980, All schedules and
prices subject to change and government
approval. Purchase
tickets in the U,S,
,

--------------------1

SUMMER SESSION TWO

rSee

July 9 . August 19
Business Organizations
Commercial Paper
Conflict of Laws
Debtor· Creditor
Federal Estate and Gift Tax
Labor Law
Legal Issues in Public Education

Roundtrip
from Chicago
10 Luxembourg

Roundtrip from
New York
10 Luxembourg

4
3
3
3
3
3
3

your travel agent or write Dept, #C!'\
Icelandair P.O, Box 105.
West Hempstead,
NY 11552.
Call in NYC. 757-8585;f:lsewhere.
call 800-555-1212
toll-free number in your area.
Please send me: 0 An Icelandair flight timetable.
Your European Vacations brochure.

for the

o

Name
Address
City
State

-:-

---.,_

Zip.p

_
_
_
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Upcoming Exhibits at· NCFA
perimented with color and form. abstract relief prints, including
July n-o«, 5
These are the new exhibitions
considerable part of a' woman's
He also applied these same in- many of the color variations
At NCFA
scheduled to open from March
wealth. The exhibition
was
stincts to his graphic work which pulled from the same block, as
through July at the National
organized by art historians Nabila
rarely has been studied. Hand- well as hand-colored lithographs.
Collection of Fine Arts and its Cronfel and Sheryl Saunders.
Max Weber: Prints and Color coloring his relief blocks, he Daryl Rubenstein, author of
curatorial
department,
the
May 16-Nov.ll
Raisonne of the
Variations One of the first artists produced
monotype-like
irn- "Catalogue
Renwick Gallery.
At Renwick
to bring European expressionism pressions that were uniquely Graphic Work of Max Weber"March 21-Augus(24
Belgian Lace These 87 worksand early cubist ideas to America, conceived and exec ted. This to be published this summer by
At Renwick
of bobbin,
needle,
mixedWeber primarily was known as a exhibition of approximately 70 the University of Chicago PressNew Glass These 271 contechnique and "fake" lace-date
painter
who constantly
ex-. works will focus on his small is the guest curator.
temporary objects. were created
from 'the late 19th century to the
by 196 artists,
craftsmen,
1970s and include skirts, parasols,
designers and manufacturers in 28 bonnets, shawls and collars from
countries. Selected by an in- a private collection. In addition,
ternational panel of judges, they
there will be tools from the'
include goblets, sculpture, vases,
Smithsonian's National Museum
a baptismal font, bowls and
of History and Technology-estained
glass.
Thomas
S.
needles, patterns, bobbins and
Buechner,
Director
of The
winders, pillows, pins, thread and Coming Museum of G1assa stand/table, The exhibition is in
organizer of the show-writes in conjunction with the Belgium
the accompanying catalog: "This
Today celebration.
exhibition is about a profound
May 23-August 17
change that is taking place in the
At NCFA
history of glass ... Glass has
John R. Grabach: Seventy
become a medium of the fine arts,
Years an Artist This exhibition of
a material in which to conceive 22 paintings, drawings and
and create-often
directly-for
watercolors will reintroduce the
purely esthetic purposes." The
work of Grabach whose career
exhibition and its catalog were spans seven decades. Initially an
made possible with the aid of
impressionist, he became known
grants from the National Enduring the 1920s and the 1930s for
dowment for the Arts, and the
his Ash Canstyle urban landOwens-Illinois
and
Owensscapes and social protest painCorning Fiberglas Corporations.
tings. His work often won prizes
April4-August 3
in large national salons-the
At NCFA
Corcoran Biennial, the Carnegie
Walter Quirt: Early Works
International and the Annualof
Quirt was a midwestern surrealist
The Art Institute of Chicago.
who lived in New York during the. Living in New Jersey, he con1930s and whose paintings were tinues to paint urban landscapesinfluenced by his avocation as an
-translating
tenements, bridges
illustrator for radical magazines.
and
wintery
streets
into
.
PAUL KELPE . No. 7.25 _
While typical Of . many artists
realistically
conceived
com"Recent
Acquisitions:
Prints, Drawings and Watercolors"
during the Depression, his artistic
positions.
involvement with leftist causes
June4-Sept.l
National Collection of Fine Arts, Through June 22'
also provided a basis for hislife
At NCFA
long use of cartoon-like figures in
GSA Maquettes These aphis paintings. His surrealistic
proximately
90
worksimagery
evolved
from
maquettes,
paintings
and
meticulously painted dreamscapes
drawings
for
murals
and
of the '30s into the more ex- sculptures-were
recently
pressionistic, '. color controlled" transferred to the NCF A from the
designs of the '40s.When
he _.General Services Administration.
returned to the midwest, he Representative of the "artists'
taught for many years at the conceptions of monumental scale
University of Minnesota and this scujptures, tapestries, murals and
exhibition 'of ,SO paintings, ~.earthworks commissioned by the.
drawings and political cartoons is '.GSA for its Art-in-Architecture
selected
from
a larger
.progtram, they cover the full
shapes designed by' Henning
and continued his studies in Pads.
retrospective at its Gallery.
range of the commissioned art for
"Georg Jensen Silversmithy: 77
Koppel and Soren Georg Jensen
When he returned to Denmark he
4.pril23-July 27
public buildings throughout the Artists, 75 Years" opens at the
At Renwick
country. Among the WOrks are Renwick Gallery of the National . in the 1970s;A standard of design again worked in ceramics but
is maintained, nevertheless, that
found that he could not support
Traditional. Marionettes
in those by Robert, Arneson, Jack
Collection
of
Fine
Arts,
his
family.
is
universal-whether
in
silver
or
French Belgium Today Part of
Beal, William Christenberry,
Smithsonian
Institution,
on
pewter or stainless steel."
He relinquished his dream of
the Belgium Today celebration,
Mark DiSuvero, Sol LeWitt,
February
29 and continues
Bomin
1866, Jensen was scu;pting and, becoming an inthese 50 costumed marionettesAlexander
Liberman,'
Louise
through July 6. These 147 pieces
apprenticed to a goldsmith when dependent silversmith, he opened
each' almost half the size of a Nevelson,
Claes Oldenburg,
of flatware, jewelry, hollow ware
he was.in his teens. l;Ie was, a workshop in 1904. From then
person-are from the permanent
Frank Stella, Tony Smith and
and
decorative
accessories
however, determined. to be a until his death in 1935, the artists,
collection of the Musee de la Vie George Sugarman.
document the work of artists who
. and
designers
Wallone in Liege. Made of carbed
June 27-Sept. 14
have designed for Jensen since the sculptor and, althougt from Ii craf~smen
working class family, he was associated With Jensen created
and painted wood, these jointed
At NCFA
founding of the firm. The objects
puppets are operated from above
. Violet Oakley Unlike most- range from teapots, clocks and accepted at the Royal Danish works under their own names
by a sustaining metal rod attached women artists Of her generation
candelabra to sculpture, a' pipe- Academy of Fine Arts in 1887 and which then were executed at the
to their heads. Most of the plays who chose the fields of portamper, corkscrew and cane studied there until 1892. Because smithy. Jewelry established the
performed by the marionettes in' traiture of genre, Violet Oakley
handle. The Jensen name is his culpture did not sell he earned Jens~n reputation but, because
Liege are based on chivalric (1874-1961) became the only
symonyinous with modern design his living as a goldsmith and also fashions change so rapidly
legends of such heroes as American woman to achieve
in silver, and his work-as well as began to work in ceramics: for a hollow ware and flatware als~
Charlemagne
and
Roland,
notable success in the prestigious
that of almost 80 other master brief time, he was a mod~ler at were inttoduced.Todaythe
Jensen silversmithy contin~es to
the Bing Crondahl
Procelain
although some theaters have mural movement of the early 20th
craftsmen-has
consistently
adhere
to the traditions of its
Manufactory.
In
1900,
he
won
the
included historical dramas, satires century.
Her
idealistic'
maintained
contemporary
ex. and comic operas.
representations,
combining
cellence in design and technical Academy's major travel award founder.
May 2.July 27
decoration
with moral
inachievement.
At Renwick
. struction,
were readily
un"The (Jensen) look is not just
Costumes from
the Arab
derstood
and applauded
by" that of the early classics created
LEGAL TYPING/
World These 30 costumes from 12 audiences embued with the spirit
by Jensen himself or Johan
TRANSCRIPTION
Arab countries include traditional
of
renewal
and
optimism
Rohde with their simple columns
REPETITIVE LETTERS
tunics, pants, jackets, vests,' characterizing much of American
or their draped garlands," Lloyd
dresses, body veils,' shoes, belts culture at the turn of the century.
Herman, Director of the Renwick
/DOCUMENTS
and daggers. In the Middle East,
These approximately 50 drawings
Gallery, writes in the introduction
~ag
card/correcting
selectric.
Harvard/Slue book style' Deadmuch attention also is paid to and paintings, selected from ato
the accompanying book. "It
lines met, Inexpensive rates. large & Small projects,
.
headgear-for
both sexes, a sign 1979 retrospective
at
the
includes.as well the rounded and
. Call Cindy Potter 931.7074
of modesty and respect-and to Philadelphia Museum of Art,
geo.metTlc forms of jewelry
'. jewelry. '. which . is .not. .merely .• survey the.range of her work as.an ; . designs from the 19S0s and the
adornment but often represents a illustrator, designer arid muralist. .. somewhat. more starkly modern

Jensen's Silver Work.
at Renwick

If you have the time and money
and are looking for' a pleasa~
audience-pleasing musical about a
mouse and a "special" person
whose lQ soars from his shoe-size
to his weight, and back again,
then you should head for the Terrace Theater (Kennedy Center)
before March 30 to purchase a ticket or two for "Charlie and Algernon."
Yes, this is "Flowers For Algernon" (novel by Daniel Keyes) and
"Charly"
(film starring Cliff
Robertson) with melodies, and I
must admit that they are for the
most part very enjoyable melodies. Sure, there are tensions between the sensitive and imaginative-almost sci-fi-story and the
musical comedy vehicle: P.J.
Benjamin's Charlie, before the
operation, comes across as dumb
and cute, and the dramatic parting of Charlie and Alice (his
teacher-turned-lover turned. out)
was too melodramatic
and
seemed out-of-place. But, if you
can suspend your critical abilities'
and simply sit back and relax, the
evening should be a pleasant one.

Benjamin .is a .very capable .ovation also' listens to WGMS.
musical comedy actor, and de- Finally, I'm a sucker for dancing
serves praise for his portrayals of mouse. Yes, a dancing mouse. It's
Robinson Crusoe, Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde, and a frenetic War and
P~ace. In fact, the .entire cast,
with the exception of Timothy
Meyers, who portrayed the darker
side of human impulse in the
form of a co-worker of Charlie's
at the bakery, do commendable
job,S. Also, the score and lyrics,
while not memorable, are consistent and obtrude surprisingly little upon the story-line and the
"message" of the novel.
In recommending "Charlie and
Algernon," I must admit to several biases. First, my tickets were
complimentary, This was some- .
what balanced by the fact that I
went to the show wanting to outdo Davy Marlin (believe it or not,
he's tall) and trash an entire pack
of file cards. Second, the radio
promo for the show had reduced
my expectations to the point that I
was bound to love anything better
than my high school's production
of Guys and Dolls. Perhaps the
third of the audience that awarded
the show and cast a standing

hard to explain, but trust me:
Charlie's
tassel-taled tagalong
sure has a subtle softshoe. And

the mouse brings down the house
to resounding applause, with:his
pitter-patter paws.

Anywhere but8eing, There
by John Lambert
There. appears to be an insatiable need in a certain section of
the American public to be reassured of the truth of closely
hugged cliches. It sounds stupid
but that is the only way I can
explain and understand
the
success and fanfare that have attended the 'first few weeks of the
film "Being There" based on the
Koszinski novel. In a tedious and
elaborated fashion,
the film
demonstrates the correctness of
what all our mothers have told us
since we were small youths, "TV
will rot your mind".
The audience is presented with
a latter day tabula rasa, Chance
the Gardener, who lives in some
rich man's house in Washington
and tends to the interior garden.
Chance also watches and watches
and watches TV. TV, besides the
rich man's cook, is Chance's only
contact with the outside world
and the vapidity and banality of
TV and Chance's mind becomes
quickly apparent. Asa result of
this situation Chance has no
contact with reality. It is unclear
if Chance's stupidity is innate or a
result of TY, but one thing is very
clear, TV has not helped the situation,

detachment.
He so impresses
these people that they lift to the
highest of heights without Chance
having any idea of what he is
' doing or what he is talking about.
He is a hit.
One of the more obvious points
made in the film which unfortunately fails, is that we are to some
extent, reflections of what we see.
'The audience is made painfully
aware of this as Chance imitates
everything he sees on TV. Occassionally one senses that there
actually is no Chance as an individual but only that which
surrounds him, usually TV. Un. fortunately there are too many
lapses of this posture where the
viewer is left with the original
Chance
detached
reflecting
nothing, yet still functioning. The
pauses in this chameleon act effectively undercut the constant
maleability required for the idea.
This failure should not be interpreted as a comment on. Peter
Sellers. He is very good as
Chance. Shirley Mcl.aine is also
very good. Unfortunately one can
watch someone be witless for only
so long. One can watch someone
being duped by this witless individual' for a somewhat shorter
period of time.

Alas for poor Chance, his beneThe film is simply too boring to factor dies and the heartless estate
justify another representation of
attorney force him out into the an old accusation. The elevation
cold to fend for himself. So as not
of Chance as a societal guru never
to soil Chance's hands with any
seems plausible. Most of us are
reality, Chance is injured. by a not that desperate.
young wealthy woman who takes
him to her home. He is nursed
The movie would have made a
back to health, meets infuential
lot more sense if Chance had been
people, and impresses them. H,e raised entirely on Bergman films
impresses these people with rU~I- and the like, rather than 'TV and
mentary gardening truths which 'I~ft in California. This falling ,for
. I
' the context
Simple truths and extensive imare meamnghiess . 10d'fference to
.
bili
pressiona
I ity wou ld h ave beer
een
presente d
IS 10 I
l.. U .~l..l'~
, 1'"'_1'
thQ[. ),i~:i .. ,.an<L lii,.s •• 'l~.erall.•.,.tUolk"J,{~,ey~ l:..~I.,..s.et.m...)",dJ.1(

fornia. It would also have been the movie would have been just as . assurance throughsimplicitylSirfunnier. Chance as a quiet witless boring, but at least a less well- refutable. Just as Chance was
known point would have been elevated to the' top for no intelsoul who speaks only with simple,
ligent reason; so has the film been
made.
symbolic
and or allegorical
Despite the fact that the movie given too much credit. Though it
language, unbeknowst to him of
won't make-the. film any better;
course, is probably what all of is lacking any sustained entertainwe
can hope that the director-was
.
ment
value
or
fresh
comment,
the
Bergman's films would yield if
truth of the point made about re- aware of the con.
presented to a virgin mind. True,
, k
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New NLC: An Alternative
(continued

from

page one)

now they do something for us. If
the University itself is not willing
to totally conunit itself to the
development of a top rated
physical plant, I really do not see
how it can expect the alumni of
the law school to contribute to
what would be a second rated
plant. The petition' the SBA has
been circulating
around
the
school is an effort to anticipate
the potential cuttingof important
space needs.
The decision to limit us to our
present site is myopic and contrary to the University's own
Master Plan outlining
law
school expansion. The Master,
Plan does not have us reconstructing on the same site, it has
usbuilding a new building on the
empty lot across the entrance to
Bacon Hall. Let's take a closer
look at the Master Plan.
THE MASTER PLAN
In 1970 the architect's firm of
Marcou, O'Leary and Associates,
in cooperation with the office of
the Vice-President and Treasurer,
revised the George Washington
University Campus Master Plan.
The Master Plan was designed to
be the guide for physical
development of' the University,
through the decade. The Master
Plan was submitted
to the
National
Capital
Planning
Division and the' District of
Columbia
Board of Zoning
Adjustment, and has been approved by. both agencies. A copy

of it can be, found in the Special
Document
Section
of the
University Library.
Under
the Master
Plan,
physical development
of the
University was to be achieved in
three phases. The first phase,
almost
over,
emphasized
,buildings needed" immediately ~
The
Medical
School,
the

strong source of profits. The idea
behind the National Law Center
is the correct one. Located in the
heart of the nation's Capital, it
should strive to be in the
forefront of legal education,
research and advocacy. But unless
The second phase, where we
the University is willing to
find ourselves, was designed to
commit itself to a physical plant
"provide space for activities in
that corresponds to our am-'
obsolete space"
(that's
us,
bitions, our name is nothing but
alright). A new law school
misnomer.
building was one of the building
After a certain amount of study
proposed for the second phase. I
and consultation
with other
quote from the Master Plan: "A
people, I wish to propose a plan
fourth Law School Building, for
expansion expected within current .' of development that will truly do
justice to our name. The Red Lion
,policies. The Proposed location
Row Office
Building,
(see
for this building is on the nordiagram) which is scheduled to be
thwest corner of 20th and H
constructed soon is slated to be
streets, across the street from
commercially leased to law firms,
buildings currently used by the
Law School ." (emphasis added).
(see diagram, Law School expansion, phase2).
The third phase of the Master
Plan includes yet another building
for the law school, identified on
our diagram as law school expansion, phase 3.
It is clear that the University's
own designers of its Master Plan
have recognized our acute need
for additional facilitiesand I have
earmarked additional space for
that purpose. For reasons that are
not as clear, Rice Hall is ignoring
the Master Plan in which it has
based
all other
University
physical development. The law
students are not clamoring for
something unfeasible; it seems to
me that we are only asking for
what was identified for the law
school in the first place, I think
that unless proper eXT mations
are advanced as to why we are
being deprived of the earmarked
sites, we should not settle for less.
A PROPOSAL FOR A LAW
COMPLEX
As I mentioned before, the law
school is one of the biggest at-'
tractions the University has, and a
University
Garage,
Academic
struction)
phase.

Library, the Parking
the Gym and the
Cluster (under conbelonged to the first

Instead of reconstructing on our school expansion, phase 3, should
present site, the University should be contemplated as a central
be in the site earmarked by the library facility to serve the law
'Master Plan: the parking lot firms on one side of the block and
across Bacon Hall. The Building ftle law school on the other side. It
there should be used for our is feasible that the rental premium
highest
priority,
which
is for the law firms could be raised
classrooms. Eventually, what we in order to accommodate the
should do is to occupy the whole ·library services we would' be
block acorss the street and make offering. If this proposal is
it a block wide law complex. The adopted
save
our
present
Fine Arts Addition, if needed buildings for other uses, and we
(indications are that it is not would have a self-contained one
needed in the near future) should block law complex' unequaled in
be relocated in another location, .. the country.
The University
thereby freeing that space for should not be myopic in its
another law school building to development plans; it should plan
house faculty offices, student with vision and foresight in the
organization
space and ad- physical development of our law
ministrative offices. The building school. Only then will we deserve
earmarked in the diagram as law our name.
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Clinical Program Positions Open
~
th)
include the following: clerkships
( con titnue d jro
m page
ree
ith h DC
S
'
C
. -,
d I
I"
WIt t e
..
upenor
ourt
~Protectlon for EI er y Peop e) IS Judges; internships with U.S. Atm Adams Morgan storefront
"
" .
,
.
h
bl
f ttrney s Office, D.C. Corporation
concentratmg on t e pro ems 0 Counsel's Office
the Public
,
iti
Th
M t'
,
senior CI rzens,
e
ar m Defender Service various comLuther King Legal Clinic in Ana- mittees of the D
City Council
costia provides convenient access: nemerous legai 'aid environ:
to legal services for residents of I mental law labor health and
'
,
S ou th eas t W a shimg 'ton.. Th e CLC. I women's rights
organizations. In
program at St. Mary s Court, a addition students are free to set
home for the elderly near campus, up their' own outside placements
provides students with an op- with other suitable agencies In a
portunity to work as a team with
..
doctors, medical assistants and
social workers in providing "total
care" for St. Mary's residents."
Because students participating in'
the, St. Mary's Court program
spend approximately
2 hours
additional time in seminars or
meetings per week they receive 3 '
Independents
credits for their work.
In the Outside Placement
Anderson
470/0
program (offered as Law 346)
Kennedy
28%
students work directly with public
4%
interest organizations and receive Baker
from two to four credits per, Bush
4%
semester. A large number of
4%
agencies have expressed an inter- Ford
est in having students work with Reagan
4%
them, and consequently there are
Brown
4%
a wide variety of clinical opportunities available in many very Other
5%
specialized areas of the law. Some
of the, m<;Jre,popular choices··,·

C

Results

new project currently
being
' d b
h D
,"
organize
y t e
.C. Public
Defender's program, second and
h' d
"
.
'
t Ir year students Willparticipate .
in a new juvenile justice program
.,
interviewing
and performin
other preliminary' duties for tha~
office. This new program alon
with the Clinic's current appellat~
'"
project, which IS in the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District
represents a new area of progra~
development for the Clinics that
'tam

of criminal law
In .order to receive credit for an
id lye
outsi e p acement a student must
be supervised by an attorney at
h
'
,
t e program where he or she IS
'.,
~Ork~g, and must work at least
rve ours p~r week for each
semester cre~lt hour. Students
may not receive pay for any outside \acement'
p..
. A list of all opp~rtun~tles currently ~vaila~le
t :°edUg the program .IS mainat the Community Legal

0' Presidential
Republicans
Anderson
Baker
Reagan
Bush
Other

40%
30%
13%
13%
4%

Democrats
Kennedy
Anderson
Carter
Bush
Other

*The percentages are based on 160 total votes.

Clini Off'
, B
0
ICS
icem aeon I I and
ma b
.
.'
examined by interested
students.
Art'
and additional
.
pp rca Ion
Information
co
.
h
ncernmg
t e
prog:ams described above can be
obtained by coming in to the
G. W. Storefront in Bacon 101.
The Clinical programs
I' ted
.
"
are IS
10 your registration packet as Law
579 (Clinical Studies in Urban
Law). Outside placement is listed
as Law 346.

Strawpo"
37%
30%
25%
5%
3%

Combined
Anderson
Kennedy
Carter
Baker
Bush
Reagan
Ford
Brown
Others

36%
25%
13%
7.5%
6%
4%
2.5%
1.25%
4.75%

